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BITLESS & PIECES
FROM THE EDITOR
By Kelly Hulme
Hi everyone and
welcome again
to Bitless Inc.’s
quarterly
newsletter. My
first as the editor.
As I’ve never
been an editor
before it’s sure to be, if nothing else, an
education.
I have to say that after reading Sue Lewis’
President’s Report, I’m fired up and
ready for a huge year of educating and
helping people who are ready to take
the leap of faith required to make the
switch to bitless. What a passionate belief
she has!
I’d like to invite you to submit articles,
stories, and photos for the next issue of
the newsletter. Especially those of you
starting up new clubs and groups under
Bitless Inc., we’d love to hear about how
it’s going, what challenges you’re facing
and how you’re overcoming them. This
issue we have the first of a series of
articles outlining how many different

options there are to start your own local
club through Bitless Inc.
Advertising space for bitless friendly
businesses or classified ads is also
available at $25 per quarter of a page,
per newsletter. Classifieds to start new
Hoof Sports Clubs are free. Please email
any newsletter submissions or adverts to
news@bitlessinc.org.au.
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT
By Sue Lewis
Another busy few months for us here at
Bitless Inc. We have welcomed many
new members and are seeing the
membership steadily grow. New clubs
have formed and begun planning a
variety of bitless activities and events for
the year ahead and interest is growing by
the day.
Something I have noticed through this
journey, is just how many people put off
making the transition to bitless due to a
fear that they will have no way of
controlling their horse without a bit in their
mouth. Often one of the biggest
difficulties we come up against is
peoples’ lack of belief in just how easy
the process can be, and as with many
things, our own minds are often our
biggest hurdle.
Just this evening I read yet another story
of someone taking many weeks to make
the transition to bitless, when often all it
really takes is to get out there and do it.
Many people seem very surprised, once
they give it a try, just how easy the

An extra big

THANK YOU
to Bitless Inc Member Gill
Shepherd of NSW. Gill won a
Dr Cook’s Bitless Bridle in
their Facebook Competition,
and, as she already has Dr
Cook’s bridles for her own
horses, she donated her prize
to the Bitless Inc Bridle Bank,
so more people could benefit
from Dr Cook’s Gift!

transition is. Like anything with horses, they
learn quickly if we set things up so that
they can teach themselves.
When you consider that the majority of
work we do with horses on the ground,
from the time they are very young, in
most cases is done bitless (using a halter),
the horse is already well prepared to be
ridden that way! They already respond to
a halter in hand, they know how to give
to the pressure, to turn their head and flex
to the left or right, or to stop when asked
and even to drop their head at the poll
and back up... so in my mind I see it as a
natural and easy progression for the
horse. Teaching the horse to accept and
respond to a new item (a bit) when it
comes time to be started under saddle, is
unnecessary, considering they usually
know very well how to respond without
one!
The Bitless Inc. Bridle Bank provides a
fantastic opportunity for people who are
just not sure, or simply don't know where
to start. And club-run “Come & Try Bitless”
Days offer a chance to try bitless in a

safe, supportive and relaxed
environment. Horse owners can see for
themselves just how easy it is to make the
change on their own horse. I really do
believe that as bitless horses are
appearing at more events and
competitions, more people will be looking
to try bitless for themselves and all they
really need is to be provided with sound,
science-based information and an
opportunity to see for themselves just how
easy the transition can be... The beauty
of it is, anyone can arrange to loan
bridles from the bridle bank, so now Bitless
is a much more available option. As most
of us know, once you remove the bit from
your horse/human relationship, you never
want to use one again!

information and advice, in order to help
them make the transition, as well as to
keep us all learning and growing in ways
that put the horse first and continue to
strengthen our horse/human relationships.
Happy Trails!

Ohhhh winter, don’t steal
my summer fun!

We’ve had some great events in the last
2 months including the first of what we
hope will be many, Come & Try Bitless
Days, taking advantage of the Bitless
Bridle Bank. The High Point Awards have
also begun and points are already being
logged by both competitive and
recreational riders, drivers and handlers.
The support and encouragement we
have received has been incredibly heartwarming and reinforces to the Bitless Inc.
committee just how important it is that
people are provided with good

HAVE YOU SEEN THE BITLESS INC SMARTPHONE APP YET?
Now available for download
straight to your phone, with
a direct link to the forum
Calendar
to
list
your
activities, audio dressage
tests to practice, and you
can even join Bitless Inc
directly from the app! Its
free, and available for
iPhone and Android. Let us
know what you think!

NO BITLESS CLUB NEAR YOU? START ONE!
By Karri Nadazdy
There are 3 types of clubs
that operate under, or with
Bitless Inc. Hoof Sports Clubs
are new groups that form
with Bitless Inc Members
and are an extension of
Bitless Inc.
Independent
Clubs,
are
existing,
established clubs or groups,
who change to run under
Bitless Inc. And large clubs,
or organisations, that welcome bitless, can also Network with Bitless Inc, without having a
formal relationship. Bringing the bitless community together is a big part of what Bitless Inc
does, and we will always promote and support any bitless friendly organisation.
STARTING A HOOF SPORTS CLUB
Hoof Sports Clubs are intended to fill a gap in your local Equestrian Community. If clubs
already exist that welcome bitless and bridle-less horses, and provide the activities you
wish to participate in, then they should be supported and commended! However if there
are no local clubs that welcome bitless, or the sports you wish to participate in are not
already catered for, then starting a Hoof Sports Club might be just what you are looking
for! Each Hoof Sports Club is a sub-committee of Bitless Inc.
 Hoof Sports Clubs are an extension of Bitless
Inc (a sub-committee)
 Hoof Sports Clubs are not sport specific,
each club will offer different sports or activities
 Hoof Sports Clubs may be riding, driving or
groundwork clubs, or a combination of all three
 Hoof Sports Clubs will always welcome bitless
horses, and may or may not accept bitted horses
 Hoof Sports Clubs will always place the horse
above egos and competition
 Hoof Sports Clubs can be formed with a
minimum of 2 Bitless Inc Members, and grow from
there
 Hoof Sports Clubs might be social clubs, noncompetitive, or competitive
 All Hoof Sports Club Members must be Bitless
Inc Members or Guests

BENEFITS OF BEING A HOOF SPORTS CLUB



















The insurance and general admin is already taken care of by Bitless Inc
Club Committees are optional
Each Hoof Sports Club will be listed on the Bitless Inc Bitless Friendly Clubs & Groups
page
PLUS have its own page on the Bitless Inc Website, with space for an introduction,
contact information, gallery, event calendar and event entry forms
Each Club can have its own private Club Forum within the Bitless Inc Forum
Bitless Inc Rule Books and Guidelines are automatically available to Hoof Sports
Clubs, saving clubs time and effort writing their own
Hoof Sports Clubs can contribute new rulebooks to Bitless Inc (for sports rulebooks
that are not already available)
Bitless Inc placing and participation ribbons can be purchased at a reduced
rate through Bitless Inc, sharing the cost across all Hoof Sports and Independant
Clubs. Good Horsemanship Awards are donated by Bitless Inc to Hoof Sports Clubs
Hoof Sports events and activities will be promoted and supported by Bitless Inc
The Club is not charged any fees by Bitless Inc
Only 2 Bitless Inc Members are required to start a Hoof Sports Club, allowing clubs to
start small and grow organically without the financial pressures most equestrian
clubs experience when starting out
Hoof Sports Clubs can sign up Guest Members for day membership through Bitless
Inc by registering an Authorised Member
Hoof Sports Clubs often will not have a Member's fee in addition to the Bitless Inc
Membership fee, but this will depend on the costs involved to run the club, and
whether the club must pay for the use of sports grounds or not
Hoof Sports Clubs can be formed to run one off events, or an annual event, without
having to incorporate, and incur additional set up costs
As more Hoof Sports Clubs form around the country, interclub events, leagues, and
leaderboards will become possible

Above all, Hoof Sports is about FUN, for you and your horse! Your imagination is the
only limit! More information can be found on the Bitless Inc website. Ready to start
your own Hoof Sports Club? Get in touch with Bitless Inc and we’ll be happy to discuss
your needs, and help you get up and running!

BITLESS INC. HIGH POINT AWARDS

By Karri Nadazdy
Secretary
Bitless Inc. has started a High Point Award
program for Members, and you don’t
even have to compete to qualify! With
two
categories,
Competitive
and
Recreational,
members
may
work
towards
one
or
both
awards
simultaneously. The Bitless Inc. High Point
Awards are designed to reward Members
who are getting their bitless, bridle-less
and liberty horses out there, at events,
competitions, on trails, or out with friends.
Being a positive role model for the
equestrian
community,
whether
competing or not, is something that
deserves rewarding!
Members are only competing against
themselves, and have up to 5 years to
accumulate enough points for the Bronze
High Point Award.
They can then
continue to work towards Silver and Gold
levels in each category.
High Point
Award Recipients will be honoured on the
Bitless Inc. website, and receive a
personalised sash, by The Ribbon Printers.
The sashes are truly beautiful, and, we
hope, something you will be proud of.

Existing
Members
can
back-date
activities to the start of February 2014,
new members joining after the 1st of
February can start logging activities as
soon as they receive their Member’s
Welcome Pack. Any bitless activity can
be logged in the Competitive or
Recreational High Point Log Book (but not
both!), as long as 2 or more people and
horses participated in the activity, and
you do not use a bit on your horse at any
time during the activity.
Bonus points are also given for publicity of
bitless, bridle-less or liberty horses to the
equestrian community or general public.
So if you participate in a parade while
bitless, or are featured in a publication
(like this newsletter!), or do a liberty
demonstration at an Ag show, you can
use those bonus points in one of your log
books.
The Bitless Inc. High Point Award Log
Books can be downloaded and printed
to write your activities into, or an .xls
document can be saved to your
computer or smartphone and updated
digitally. For more information, visit the
Bitless Inc. website, or refer to the back of
your logbooks.
Start logging your points now!

THE IMPORTANCE OF KEEPING
YOUR CENTRE OF GRAVITY LOW
By Jane Myers
Both you and your horse have what is called
a centre of gravity (CoG). The CoG of most
humans is around their navel area. This
means that if you were made of cardboard
and someone stuck a pin in you at that point
they would be able to spin you around easily!
It is the centre of your weight mass if you like.

than a rider who cannot. (This does not mean
however that you should be clinging to your
horse with your legs, far from it, it is balance
that keeps you on a horse, not grip).
It may help to think about how it feels to sit at
the back of a bus (well away from the CoG
of the vehicle), how much bouncier it is than
if you sit in the middle.

Your CoG differs slightly depending on your
body type so a typically shaped female with
hips wider than her shoulders will naturally
have a low CoG, a typically shaped male
with shoulders wider than his hips will naturally
have a higher CoG.
Your horse’s CoG is under where you sit.
Again, a horse’s CoG differs depending on
their conformation, so a Quarter-Horse that is
lower in the wither (built ‘downhill’) will
naturally have a CoG that is slightly forward
of this point and a dressage-bred Warmblood
that is higher in the wither (built ‘uphill’) will
naturally have a CoG that is slightly further
back.
Training will alter the CoG of a horse to some
extent if that training changes the horse’s
balance. So a horse that starts out ‘downhill’
(with a CoG that is forward) will end up more
‘uphill’ (with a CoG that is further back) with
good dressage training for example.
Good rider training teaches the rider to keep
their CoG low and as close to the CoG of
their horse as possible (obviously the rider
cannot get their CoG next to that of their
horse but they can aim to get it as close as
possible).
By learning to keep your weight low and to
distribute your weight properly between your
seat and your feet you actually end up
almost surrounding the centre of gravity of
your horse. A rider who can do this is far more
secure and far easier for their horse to carry

So next time you ride your horse think about
where most of your weight is situated. Are
you sitting upright and balanced, with your
head above your torso, your torso above
your hips and with your ankles directly below
your hips? In which case, you are sitting in a
balanced position. Or are you leaning
backwards or forwards? In which case, you
are not correctly balanced. Unfortunately
you cannot always tell by feel alone whether
you are sitting upright so ask an assistant to
tell you what they see.
Jane Myer’s books, Horse Riders’ Mechanic
workshop manual vol. 1& 2 (out soon) cover
these interrelated subjects in detail.

JUMP UP FOR YOUTH, KANGAROO ISLAND, SA
By Kelly Hulme
Bitless Inc member, Vicki Benson, runs an
experiential learning business on Kangaroo
Island, off the southern coast of South
Australia, working with young people aged
10-25. The aim of her organisation, Jump Up
For Youth, is to give young people the
opportunity to believe in themselves and
others through a program of supported
Interaction with animals.
Vicki has
qualifications in Youth Work, Alcohol, Drugs
and Mental Health and Community Service
Work, and has successfully combined her passion to help young people, with her passion
for horses. The other side of Vicki’s work is Myvinama Equine Awareness, where young
people can experience what it is like to own a horse, not just ride one.
“We do not teach riding”, says Vicki, “however, do go through ground skills and work on
respect: earning it and giving it. Our equine friends have a way about them and are able
to tap into what is required by our human participants. The horse is somehow able to
bring out feelings from within we didn’t know we had. We encourage and promote
positive thinking and belief in ourselves. I find the 'boys', my equine friends, so amazing
and I can never guarantee how they will react to each individual they meet. I work with
other humans to assist them in learning how to ASK their horses rather than telling them, a
kinder approach always. The horse assists
us with this, working differently with each
individual”.
Vicki has been a bitless advocate for many
years now, and this is an important part of
her work for her clients as well as her horses.
“I work with people to show them our
horses work better WITH us when no pain is
involved” she says, “I have never learned
enough about horses, they are wonderful
teachers and I continue to learn from each
one of them.” With such a positive, pain
and force free approach, Jump Up For
Youth is guaranteed continued success.
Vicki Benson can be contacted at Jump
Up for Youth: jumpupforyouth@gmail.com
or
visit
the
website:
http://jumpupforyouth.wordpress.com

CCHS COME & TRY BITLESS DAY
By Sue Lewis
Last month the very first Bitless Inc “Come & Try
Bitless Day” was hosted by Central Coast Hoof
Sports. We had a small turnout but it was a
very positive and successful day. The bridles
available for trial through the Bridle Bank are
many and varied. You have to see the Draft
sized one for yourself! It seems so big next to
the others but would look lovely on a beautiful
Draft-sized head.
One of the most interesting parts of the Come
and Try Day was being able to see first-hand
the reactions to different types of bridles, after
first watching the same horse being ridden in its
normal bit. The response from the horse was plain to see, with him relaxing and softening
and making it very clear to all which type of bridle he was happiest in.
It yet again reinforced the belief that the most difficult part of the transition to make is the
one in our own minds. We saw that on the day with one rider at first being nervous about
making the change on her TB who can at times get excited and difficult and yet that
same lady was so impressed by the dramatic change in her horse that she headed out
on a trail ride in the company of another Bitless horse and rider, and returned saying it was
the calmest and most relaxed ride he has ever been
on. Jess could not have been happier with the
change in him and has now hung up the bit forever.
Here’s what Jess had to say “I tried bitless for the first
time today at your come and try bitless day on the
Central Coast. Absolutely loved it. My horse was
relaxed and calm; none of the head tossing and
chewing on the bit. He also normally hangs his
tongue out of his mouth as well. I normally ride with a
martingale on as he holds his head up so high but
today he was a different horse held is head low and
was perfect. I really was worried having never tried it,
thinking I would have no control but it was the
complete opposite. Here is a before and after pic of
Sid being lunged with a bridle with a bit and then
today trying out one of Bitless Inc's bridles from the
bridle bank.”
To organise a Come and Try Bitless Day with the Bitless
Inc Bridle Bank in your area, contact Bitless Inc.

A DRIVER GOES BITLESS FOR THE FIRST TIME
By Amanda Kettlestring
Had a go at something different today;
bitless driving.
I've been involved in a heated debate in
regards to bitless driving, is it dangerous as
you have less control over the horse, or is it a
kinder alternative to bits.
I used to ride bitless but always thought that
you 100% need a bit for driving. But I have
seen people driving quite happily bitless and
also seen photos of teams of 4-in-hands
being driven bitless in Europe.
I borrowed a noseband from the 'Bitless Bridle
Bank' set up by Bitless Inc. This particular
noseband is made by Lightrider Bitless Bridles
here in Australia, and meant I could attach
the noseband to my standard Zilco Bridle
(with winkers). Bitless and Winkerless in one
day would not be a good idea!

I decided to use Bobby as my test subject for
the project, as Bobby does not enjoy being
bridled or unbridled, is very stiff on one side
and evades the bit. Now I will just add that all
the ponies had a visit from the dentist
yesterday, so if he had tooth problems that
should be fixed now.
The noseband is lovely thick padded
Biothane, and it has a soft strap that goes
under the jaw (like a curb chain on the
bridle). The reins attach to that strap. The
idea is (to steal from the Light Rider website)
“Unique Chinstrap: The purpose of the soft
webbing chin strap is to help the noseband
stay in place when pressure is applied to the
reins - this stops the noseband twisting around
resulting in lighter communication.
The chinstrap becomes snug, does not overtighten and provides release when the rein is
loose for the ultimate comfort of your horse.”
Noseband on, we did some long reining, and
the long reining was pretty ordinary (lots of
spinning around to face me), but long reining
Bobby is ordinary at the best of times and at
least now when he did the spinning around I
wasn't pulling on his mouth.
He seemed to have no problems with the
noseband, so knowing I was not covered by
my ACDS insurance* (the reason I’m doing
this is that I want to see if this is safe and
should be under the ACDS umbrella!) and
warning the person that I agist with that I was
off to do something potentially very silly, I put
Bobby in the sulky and off we went.
The first 2 minutes were a bit 'buttock
clenching' as Bobby and I worked out the
new system of aids, but after that we both
relaxed and had a good drive. He walked,
trotted and cantered nicely. Downward
transitions were fantastic, upward transitions
he was sluggish on. I think I need to work on
giving more release there. I felt at times I was

'putting my foot on the accelerator with the
handbrake still on'.
Two big improvements - he was able to do
anticlockwise circles without falling in at the
shoulder like he has been doing, and he
reined back without throwing his head up
and gaping.

ponies who due to having tiny heads full of
big teeth often have real problems with
finding a suitable bitting option.

I felt safer driving him bitless! I will add a
caveat though that Bobby is a pony I know
very well, and responds well to verbal
queues. I certainly would not go out and just
try this willy-nilly.
I still have my other three ponies to try this on,
and two of those I would do very carefully
and cautiously, but in the case of Bobby, a
pony I know has bitting issues, I see that
noseband as a viable alternative to a bit,
and would dearly love that one day I could
drive at ACDS events in one. Of course until
such a time I would always obey the ACDS
rules and drive with bits at all club outings
and events, but for schooling Bobby in the
paddock, then yes, I'll probably drive bitless
to work on his flexion and rein-backs, and for
general exercise.
So I stand by my stance that Bitless should be
considered as a 'bitting option'. I can see it
being of particular value to minis, horses and

*Editor’s note: the insurance Amanda is
referring to in this article is with ACDS
(Australian Carriage Driving Society) but as a
Member of Bitless Inc, Amanda’s bitless
driving and training is covered by BI
insurance.

CLASSIFIEDS
EXPRESSIONS OF INTEREST:
Would like to organise a
day for people on
Kangaroo Island SA to get
more familiar with bitless.
There is a small group of us
that already ride bitless or
are attempting to, so it
would be great to have
someone to help us or point
us in the right direction.
Contact Vicki Benson:
vhbenson@gmail.com

BITLESS GROUP VIC: I have
started a monthly bitless
play day, near Buninyong
VIC. Its gaining momentum
and for the sake of the
horse I endeavor to steer it
towards a regular self
sustaining bitless group that
one day will see different
teachers and study/sharing
days with members etc..
Contact Sarah: c/o
news@bitlessinc.org.au

BITLESS GROUP VIC: Anyone
interested in starting a
bitless group in the Geelong
Region? I can host a few
events at Heartwood Horses
to get it started but I would
like to have a group of
people to get the group
going. Contact Kim:
kim@heartwoodhorses.com
.au

UPCOMING EVENTS
APRIL 2014
12

Horse Agility Fun Day & Mini Comp, Central Coast Hoof Sports NSW. Sue 0421 990 956

12-13

Bitless Equine Communication Clinic, Near Shepparton Vic. Suzanne 0419 603122

19

Savvy By The Sea Play Day, Longbeach NSW. Mandi palab@internode.on.net

20

Come & Try Bitless Day, Tarago Sporting Association Inc, NSW. Gill 0419 639 254

20-21

Click With Horses, Kuranda, QLD, Georgia Bruce 0414 138 564

21

Trail Horse Gymkhana, Tas. Trail Riders Inc, Tas. devils.on.horseback@hotmail.com

26-27

Come & Try Bitless Day, Diamond Beach NSW. Gill 0419 639 254

26-29

Click With Horses, Canberra ACT. Contact Georgia Bruce 0414 138 564

2-28

Facebook Bitless Riders & Drivers Australia Bitless Challenge

MAY 2014
1-30

1 May – 30 June. Bitless Inc Online Show. www.bitlessinc.org.au

3-6

Carlos Tabernaberri Clinic. Mogill QLD. Contact NicoleRosevear@nti.com.au

10

Bitless Communication Day. Demos, talks and Come & Try Bitless. Dural Hoof Sports,
Glenorie, NSW. Karri 0402 074 447

10

Bitless Horse Riding Clinic. Teven NSW, Happy Horses Bitless. Suzy 0401 249 263

tba

Training Dressage Event. Tarago Sporting Association Inc NSW. Gill 0419 639 254

17

Savvy By The Sea Play Day, Longbeach NSW. Mandi palab@internode.on.net

16-20

5 day Carlos Tabernaberri Clinic. Margaret River WA. stammersg@boranupgallery.com

22-23

2 day Carlos Tabernaberri Clinic. Margaret River WA. stammersg@boranupgallery.com

1-30

Click With Horses. Various dates and locations in Victoria. Georgia Bruce 0414 138 564

JUNE 2014
15-16

Click With Horses. Burbank QLD. Contact Georgia Bruce 0414 138 564

21

Horse Agility Competition. Dural Hoof Sports NSW, Contact Karri 0402 074 447

21

Savvy By The Sea Play Day, Longbeach NSW. Mandi palab@internode.on.net

22-23

Click With Horses. Sunshine Coast QLD. Contact Georgia Bruce 0414 138 564

OCTOBER 2014
Tba

Bitless Dressage Competition. Bendigo Bitless Riding Club, Vic. Anna 0403 401 907

31

All Bitless Inc Memberships Fall Due. www.BitlessInc.org.au

